Differential proteomic analysis of the mouse retina: the induction of crystallin proteins by retinal degeneration in the rd1 mouse.
We have applied proteomic analysis to the degeneration of photoreceptors. In the rd1 mouse, a recessive mutation in the PDE6B gene leads to rapid loss of rods through apoptosis. By 5 wk postnatal, virtually all rod photoreceptors have degenerated, leaving one row of cones that degenerates secondarily. In order to assess comparative protein expression, proteins extracted from whole retina were resolved on a two-dimensional gel and identified by mass spectrometry combined with database screening. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry coupled to peptide mass fingerprinting was sufficient to identify most of the proteins, the remaining being identified with additional sequence information obtained by nano-electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry or liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. The study revealed 212 spots, grouped into 109 different proteins. Differential analysis showed loss of proteins involved in the rod-specific phototransduction cascade, as well as induction of proteins from the crystallin family, in response to retinal degeneration. Identification of such pathways may contribute to new therapeutic approaches.